Tennis Match Results
Ohio State vs Illinois
Mar 26, 2023 at Champaign, Ill.
(Atkins Tennis Center)

#2 Ohio State 4, #21 Illinois 0

**Singles competition**
1. #33 Karlis Ozolins (ILL) vs. #12 Cannon Kingsley (OSU) 7-6 (7-3), 4-6, 4-4, unfinished
2. Hunter Heck (ILL) vs. #53 Justin Boulais (OSU) 6-2, 4-6, 5-1, unfinished
3. #25 James Trotter (OSU) def. #115 Alex Petrov (ILL) 4-6, 6-3, 6-2
4. #15 JJ Tracy (OSU) def. William Mroz (ILL) 6-1, 6-2
5. Oliver Okonkwo (ILL) vs. #63 Alexander Bernard (OSU) 6-3, 5-7, 4-3, unfinished
6. Jack Anthrop (OSU) def. Nic Meister (ILL) 6-2, 6-1

**Doubles competition**
1. #49 Karlis Ozolins/Hunter Heck (ILL) vs. #7 Andrew Lutschauing/James Trotter (OSU) 4-5, unfinished
2. #36 Justin Boulais/Robert Cash (OSU) def. #56 Oliver Okonkwo/Mathis Debru (ILL) 6-4
3. Cannon Kingsley/JJ Tracy (OSU) def. Kenta Miyoshi/Alex Petrov (ILL) 6-2

Match Notes:
Ohio State 13-8; National ranking #2
Illinois 19-2; National ranking #21
Order of finish: Doubles (3,2); Singles (4,6,3)